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A. CHOOSE THE CORRECT OPTION:  15x1=15 
 

1. Choose the appropriate word for the given meaning: 

”climbs using one’s hands and feet”. 

a) Trembles           b)Scrambles        c)Brambles 

 

2. Find the meaning of the word-“brambles” 

a) Wild bushes with sharp thorns               b)rainy forest        c)shrubs 

 

3. Choose the appropriate word for the given meaning: 

”moving in an awkward manner” 

 a)limping                       b)jumping                     c)lumping 

       4.   What is meant by the word “ runaway”? 

              a)not under the control of the driver         b) go away              c) come closer  

     5.  A __________ is a figure of speech used for comparing two things using the words ‘like or as’. 

             a) simile            b) smile           c) slime 

     6.  Meaning of the word ‘gaze’- 

              a) dare                 b)  stare               c)  rare  

       7.   The poem captures the speed and rhythm of a _________ train. 

              a)  crawling                b) slow-moving          c) fast-moving  

        8.  Find the meaning of the word “witches”- 

              a) a women thought to have magic powers, especially evil ones                                

              b)  a women dressed in white garment                

              c)  a fantasy character with no powers  



        9. Meaning of the word “bridge”- 

              a) jump over                 b)  run over               c)  flyover  

        10.  Choose the appropriate word for the given meaning:  

                “travel aimlessly through or over an area” 

                  a)wanders                  b) slambers                     c)slumbers  

        11. Find the meaning of a word ‘mill’- 

                 a) warehouse                 b) godown            c)factory  

         12.  Choose the appropriate word for the given meaning: 

                 “ causing difficulty; hard to do or deal with.” 

                  a)awkward                   b)mannerism                c)rock 

          13. What is meant by the word ‘wink’? 

                   a)blink                  b) sink            c) pink 

          14. Choose the appropriate word for the given meaning: 

                 ‘a small European grassland plants which has flowers with a yellow disc and white rays’. 

                 a) gladiolus                  b)raisies               c)daisies 

           15. What is meant by ‘stringing the daisies’?  

                 a) arranging the daisies in a long line using a thread                   

                 b) stretching a cloth  

                 c) wrapping the box with daisies 
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